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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/18/2024

Description 2024 Airstream RV Flying Cloud 25FB Twin, Airstream Flying Cloud travel trailer
25FB Twin highlights: Front Twin Beds Rear Convertible Dinette Split Bathroom
Panoramic Windows Handcrafted Cabinetry When you enjoy the finer things when
traveling, this trailer will provide that for you plus lots of natural lighting and
plenty of conveniences. The convertible rear dinette offers a place to dine and
socialize for four, and there is a lounging area along the side with a TV on the
wall. The table acts as a sturdy base below the cushions when you need some
sleeping space. The front bedroom offers more panoramic windows and
comfortable twin beds with a view each morning and night. There is floor space
in the center and a nightstand for extra storage and charging space. You will find
storage for your clothing, and a split bathroom with a half bath on one side and a
shower that stands independently across the hall. And the kitchen offers
everything you need to make meals including extra counter space and a
refrigerator for leftovers. And there is a rear hatch option for this trailer. With each
Flying Cloud travel trailer by Airstream, there are two axles, and each is built for
ease of towing, plus there is a rear-view camera to make reversing and parking
easier, and stainless steel front stone guards to protect the lower segments from
road debris. The iconic Airstream design is created outside and inside by the
semi-monocoque aluminum superstructure, the temperature reducing one-piece
white aluminum roof, the panoramic front windows, and the stylish aluminum
wheels. The interior will have you feeling right at home with handcrafted
cabinetry, plenty of storage and counter space, sleek roller blinds and blackout
curtains, plus residential style faucets! Call, Click, Text, or Visit Us Today at
Campers Inn of Troy and Find Your Way!! 937-440-5821
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 95200
VIN Number: 1STJ9YJ23RJ572049
Condition: New
Length: 25
GVW: 7300
Sleeps: 6
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